
Sunday morning in Cape Town and it’s early and quiet.  Sunday mornings in Newlands remind me of how quiet 

Sundays used to be in the UK before they became another just another Saturday. 

 

Enjoying a Summer/Winter break and not worrying too much for a couple of weeks about work.  Running a business 

means that you’re never really away from the front end but I’m trying to check the emails a bit less and just keep things 

on a maintenance basis.  I never really want to get back into corporate life but sometimes I envy them the idea that they 

can just go off on holiday and put the autoreply on their emails. 

 

So England now have the Ashes and great joy is now resting on the Beasor household.  Western Province are top of 

the log in the Currie Cup and Millwall are unbeaten at the start of their season.  The Springboks beat Australia 

yesterday as well.  Not a bad weekend of sport so far. 

 

I’ll start on the blog this week and see if we can get that going on a regular basis.  Check it out and I’ll try to post 

something worth reading.  I need to invest some time on the new website and next week is the time to do that. 

 

Enjoy your week with three tips as usual... 
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This week we used, read, visited, played with... 

Camtasia emailed me this week and they’ve now got a Mac version.  I’ll play the fee to be able to use it 

in Mac instead of Vista.   

I got Vista on my new laptop and I hate it.  I should have jumped straight from XP to 7.  Back in the day I 

got caught out by buying Windows ME which crashed my laptop beyond repair and Vista has that same 

feel to me.  There are still bugs in it which two years after launching haven’t been fixed and I don’t want 

to be a Microsoft Beta tester. 

Had another Telkom problem this week.  Here’s a tip:  phone the help centre and if the first person can’t 

help don’t worry just call again.  After the second person bombs out try a third time.  It was on the third 

go that I found someone who could or more to the point cared about fixing a simple issue.  10 minutes 

later we’re back to normal.  If you think your telephone company is bad...just try Telkom. 

(08-26) 18:49 PDT Trenton, N.J. (AP) -- 

A New Jersey man who robbed banks every Thursday has been sentenced to nearly six years in federal 

prison. 

Peter Bielecke (by-LEK'-ee) pleaded guilty in June to one count of bank robbery but admitted five other 

holdups on consecutive Thursdays in January, February and March. He robbed banks in several cities 

including Brick, his hometown. 

He didn't give a reason for choosing Thursdays. But authorities say the pattern made it easier to track 

him. 

The 40-year-old was arrested after a March 5 robbery in Old Bridge. 

He'll serve five years and 10 months in prison. He'll also have to pay nearly $12,000 in restitution 

under the sentence handed down Wednesday in U.S. District Court in Trenton. 
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Customer service 
 
I was thinking about SDI this week and the issue of customer service and I thought of all the 
people I know and how they react to being a customer. 
 
I’m a Red person and I generally don’t care who serves me as long as it’s fast and 
straightforward. 
 
My wife is Blue and cares absolutely about who is serving her.  She reacts well to people who 
invest in the relationship. 
 
All my Green friends, I know, want things done right and promises kept. 
 
I think of my favourite Hub who can’t make up her mind and wants options, options, options. 
 
When I think of all of this and put it together I’m drawn towards my mate, Malcolm, who sold me 
my Nissan Patrol.  He’s a friendly guy (Blue) and I mean genuinely friendly.  He gets things done 
fast and easy (Red) and he's efficient and well organised (Green).  He doesn’t faff around like all 
the Hubs I tend to meet so he scores highly there with me. 
 
(Note:  I’m not anti Hub but I do seem to be sensitive to all of the Hub overdone strengths). 
 
I then think of Peter who handles my business at Standard Bank.  Just the same. 
 
In these cases Malcolm and Peter and hitting all the right notes in ensuring that whoever they 
deal with gets great service and feels rewarded by the experience. 
 
There’s an SDI Customer Service programme somewhere there and from what I see we should 
start with Telkom in South Africa and HSBC bank in the UK. 
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Dale Carnegie 
 

Dale Carnegie wrote “How to win friends and influence people”  in 1936 and I still use the ideas 
today. 
 
Simple things like being genuinely interested in other people, getting people to talk about 
themselves and remembering names are simple yet powerful. 
 
I’ve just been checking their website and I see there’s a free download of an e-book at 
www.dalecarnegie.com 
 
I have no idea if it’s any good and I have no remit for that company but I do know that if you buy a 
copy for what is a very small amount of cash you’ll find a whole host of ideas that will do your 
selling no end of good. 
 
The examples he uses are way out of date now...many are pre war...but the principles hold good. 
 
Get hold of a copy and invest a few dollars in your development and if you’d like to share your 
thoughts with me I’ll be happy to reply and enjoy the conversation.  
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Leaks 
 

When you play poker you have to be careful to limit your leaks.  Leaks are the weaknesses that 
you have that are costing you money. 
 
My three biggest poker leaks are that I call 3bets too much, call raises on the flop too much and 
go to the showdown with thin values too much.  I’ve got software that analyses this for me. 
 
So...enough about poker...what are your negotiation leaks: 
 
Do you give in too quickly? 
Do you set your sights too low? 
Are you too tough and antagonise people? 
Do you have too few variables? 
Can you haggle effectively? 
Do you close out the deal properly? 
How well do you plan and prepare? 
What’s your strategic overview? 
 
And so on...and on. 
 
I don’t have any software to analyse your negotiation leaks but I do urge you to examine your 
behaviours and see what elements of your negotiations are costing you money.  If you can plug a 
leak then that money goes straight on the bottom line...and that’s pure 100% profit. 
 
As always the link between poker and negotiation is uncannily strong.  Poker players in this 
network who wish to share ideas and thoughts might like to  think what a book entitled: “Negotiate 
like a poker player” might be like. 


